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SUPERTROPICAL MONOIDS II:
LIFTS, TRANSMISSIONS, AND EQUALIZERS
ZUR IZHAKIAN AND MANFRED KNEBUSCH
Abstract. The category STROP of commutative semirings, whose morphisms are
transmissions, is a full and reflective subcategory of the category STROPm of supertrop-
ical monoids. Equivalence relations on supertropical monoids are constructed easily, and
utilized effectively for supertropical semirings, whereas ideals are too special for semir-
ings. Aiming for tangible factorizations, certain types of such equivalence relations are
constructed and classified explicitly in this paper, followed by a profound study of their
characteristic properties with special emphasis on difficulties arising from ghost products
of tangible elements.
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Introduction
This paper is a further step in the study of supertropical semirings, combining alge-
braic and categorical viewpoints, as a sequel of [IKR4]. As in [IKR1]–[IKR5], we aim for
a better understanding of the commutative algebra over these semirings, especially with
respect to monoid valuations (written m-valuations) and their refinement by superval-
uations [IKR4, §4]. These valuations generalize the classical valuations, whose targets,
which are ordered abelian groups, are replaced by ordered monoids [IKR1, §2]. Classi-
cal valuations, with R as a target, are extensively used in tropical geometry and are at
the heart of this theory. Approaching other important valuation targets, such as N, has
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been our initial motivation for developing supervaluations, supported by a rich enough
algebraic foundation [I1, I2], [IR1]–[IR5], [IKR5].
Any ordered monoid M gives rise to a bipotent semiring T pMq whose multiplication is
the original monoid operation, and whose addition is the maximum in the given ordering.
For example, the max-plus semiring T pRq, the underlying structure of tropical geometry,
is obtained by taking the real numbers with the standard ordering and summation. Any
bipotent semiring extends to a supertropical semiring R, in which a ` a “ νpaq for
any a P R, where ν : RÑ GpRq, called the ghost map, is a projection on a distinguished
deal GpRq, called the ghost ideal of R. Equivalently, a ` a “ ea, where e P GpRq
is a distinguished idempotent element satisfying eR “ eGpRq “ GpRq. This addition,
which replaces the rule a ` a “ a in max-plus algebra, allows an algebraic capturing
of combinatorial properties, where the ghost ideal takes the role of the zero element in
classical algebra. The elements of T pRq “ RzGpRq are termed tangible elements. With
this setup, any bipotent semiring can be realized as a supertropical semiring having no
tangible elements.
In supertropical setting tangible elements are the meaningful elements which essentially
frame the central algebraic and geometric features within the theory. Factorization of
tangibles is then a natural issue, rather delicate in this setup, especially since different
x1, . . . , xm P T pRq may have the same ghost image ex1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ exm. Therefore, to
characterize factorization of tangibles, the tangible preimage of ex under the ghost map
ν : R Ñ GpRq needs a comprehensive study, including a categorical viewpoint, delivered
by valuations and transmissions, as well as the generalization of supertropical semirings
to supertropical monoids. Before delving into more explicit structural details, let us first
give a motivating example.
Example. Let R be a supertropical semiring, where eR “ te, c, c2, . . . u 9Y t0u is a totaly
ordered monoid with different ci, and T pRq is the free abelian monoid on two genera-
tors x, y. Consider the ghost map ν : RÑ eR that sends xiyj to ci`j “ exiyj, so that the
tangible preimage of cn consists of all xiyj with i` j “ n. Identifying two elements z „ z1
with ez “ ez1 by an equivalence relation „, which respects the semiring operations, any
product zx is identified with z1x for every x. Consequently, factorizations of zx coincide
with z1x when quotienting by the given equivalence relation „. Therefore, since factor-
izations respect quotienting, they can be explored in terms of maps’ factorization which
agrees with the ghost maps, where one needs a special care of particular pathologies arise
in this setting.
With this approach to factorization, let us review the general context of supertropical
structures and supervaluations, which links the supertropical theory to classical theory.
Supervaluations refine classical valuations [IKR1]-[IKR3] by replacing their target semir-
ings by supertropical semirings, and provide an enriched algebraic framework to tropical
geometry. An m-valuation on a semiring R is a multiplicative monoid homomorphism
v : R Ñ M to a bipotent semiring M satisfying vpx ` yq ď vpxq ` vpyq, cf. [IKR1, §2].
An m-valuation v is a valuation, if Mzt0u is a cancellative multiplicative monoid. For
rings, these valuations coincide with the valuations defined by Bourbaki [B], and lead to a
mapping of algebraic objects, called tropicalization. Examples of m-valuations on rings
which are not valuations were given in [IKR1, §1].
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To obtain a categorical framework which comprises supervaluations, in the category
STROP of supertropical semirings (Definition 1.1), transmissions1, which are more gen-
eral than semiring homomorphisms, appear to be the “right” morphisms. A transmission
α : R Ñ S is a multiplicative map whose restriction eR Ñ eS to the ghost ideals is
a semiring homomorphism [IKR4, Definition 1.4]. Transmissions are those maps whose
composition α ˝ v with any supervaluation v is again a supervaluation [IKR1, §5]. There-
fore, STROP includes bipotent semirings as a subcategory, and provides a richer algebraic
setting for their study.
For a more comprehensive view, the category STROP is enlarged to the category
STROPm of supertropical monoids, which contains STROP as a full subcategory.
A supertropical monoid pU, ¨ q is a pointed monoid with a distinguished idempotent ele-
ment e “ eU , for which the subset eU carries a total ordering compatible with multipli-
cation, such that eU becomes a semiring by defining addition ` : eU ˆ eU Ñ eU as the
maximum (Definition 1.2). As in the case of supertropical semirings, this addition ex-
tends to the entire U by the use of the multiplication ¨ and the idempotent element e, but
distributivity on pU, ¨ ,`qmay fail. When it does not fail, U is a supertropical semiring. A
morphism α : U Ñ V in STROPm is a transmission as defined for STROP, which restricts
to a homomorphism eU Ñ eV of bipotent semirings, and obeys the rules TM1-TM5 of
transmissions in [IKR1, Theorem 5.4].
Since a bipotent semiringM can be viewed as a supertropical semiring having only ghost
elements, where e “ 1M , the category STROPm {M of supertropical monoids over M
may be viewed as the category of supertropical monoids U having a fixed ghost ideal
eU “ M , whose morphisms are transmissions α : U Ñ V with αpxq “ x for all x P M.
The surjective transmissions over M are called fiber contractions, as in the case of
supertropical semirings [IKR1, §6]. If α : U ։ V is a fiber contraction and U is a
supertropical semiring, then V is also a supertropical semiring [IKR4, Theorem 1.6],
and α is a semiring homomorphism [IKR1, Proposition 5.10.iii].
For every supertropical monoid U there exists a fiber contraction σU : U Ñ pU , where pU
is the supertropical semiring associated to U , such that every fiber contraction
α : U ։ V factors (uniquely) through σU , i.e., α “ β ˝ σU , where β : pU Ñ V is a fiber
contraction. Namely, STROP {M is a full reflective subcategory of STROPm {M [F, p9],
[FS, 1.813].
Universal problems appearing in STROP {M are generalized to STROPm {M in an ob-
vious way and can be solved, often more easily. Such solutions are delivered to STROP {M
by reflections σU : U Ñ pU . This approach pertains in particular to m-valuations
v : R Ñ M on a ring R, and to supervaluations ϕ : R Ñ S with S a supertropical
semiring over eS “M , as defined in [IKR1, §4]. (They are also defined for R a semiring.)
Such a supervaluation applies to the coefficients of a (Laurent) polynomial fpλq P Rrλs in
a set λ of n variables, and gives a polynomial fϕpλq over S. This view helps to analyze su-
pertropical root sets and tangible components of polynomials gpλq P F rλs, obtained from
fϕpλq P Srλs by passing from S to various supertropical semifields F [IR1, §5 and §7]. To
this end, one needs a good control on the set ta P R | ϕpaq PMu “ ta P R | ϕpaq “ vpaqu,
which plays a central role in §1 and §2 below.
1Transmissions are called transmissive maps in [IKR1, §5].
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Given an m-supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ U covering an m-valuation v : R Ñ M , in §1
we construct a tangible m-supervaluation rϕ : R Ñ rU which is minimal such that rϕ ě ϕ
(Theorem 1.12). In §2 we then classify the m-supervaluations ψ satisfying ϕ ď ψ ď rϕ,
called the partial tangible lifts of ϕ. They are uniquely determined by their ghost
value sets
Gpψq :“ ψpRq XM,
cf. Theorem 2.4. These sets are ideals of the semiring M, and all ideals a Ă Gpϕq occur
in this way (Theorem 2.7). Unfortunately, the ghost value set Gpψq does not control the
set ta P R | ψpaq P Mu completely. We only able to state that this set is contained in
the preimage v´1pGpψqq. If ϕ is a supervaluation, then qϕ :“ prϕq^ is the supervaluation,
which is a partial tangible lift of ϕ having smallest ghost value set.
In §3 we undertake a fine analysis of surjective transmissions α : U 1 ։ U for su-
pertropical monoids U 1, U . Such transmissions can be approached via TE-relations, i.e.,
equivalence relations on U 1, compatible with its monoid structure in the appropriate sense
[IKR4, Definition 1.7]. Namely, given a transmission α : U 1 ։ U , it induces the equiv-
alence relation E “ Epαq on U 1 which identifies all elements x1 P U 1 having the same
image under α. Then α factorizes as α “ ρ ˝ piE , where ρ : U
1{E „ÝÑ U is an isomorphism
and piE : U
1
։ U 1{E is the canonical surjection sending each x1 P U 1 to its equivalent
class rx1sE.
Dividing out the zero kernel of a transmission α : U 1 Ñ U [IKR4, §1], without loss of
generality we assume that α´1p0q “ t01u. A transmission α is called tangible (Defini-
tion 1.2), if αpT pU 1qq Ă T pUq Y t0u. It is called mixing, if for any different elements
x11, x
1
2 P U
1 with αpx11q “ αpx
1
2q there exists a mixing element z
1 P U 1, might interchang-
ing x11 and x
1
2, such that x
1
1z P T pU
1q and x12z P eU
1. We prove that every surjective
transmission α : U 1 ։ U with trivial kernel factorizes as
α “ αm ˝ αt, (0.1)
where αt : U
1
։ V is a tangible transmission, and αm : V ։ U is a mixing transmission
which covers the identity of eU , and thus is a multiplicative fiber contraction of V over
eV “ eU .
Choosing as small as possible V in the appropriate sense, the factorization (0.1) is
unique (Theorem 3.10.(ii)), called the pt,mq-factorization of α. The factor αm can be re-
placed by the surjection piE : V ։ V {E of a suitable MFCE-relation (=multiplicative fiber
conserving equivalence) E on eV “ eU . This indicates that finding pt,mq-factorizations
is essentially a matter of MFCE-relations, and so can be approached explicitly by the
methods developed in [IKR1]–[IKR4]. In §4 we determine the pt,mq-factorizations of the
composite β ˝ α of two surjective transmissions α and β having trivial zero kernel.
The idea beyond §3 and §4 is to study the “fate” of a given (tangible) family tx1, . . . , xru
in a supertropical monoid U , satisfying ex1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ exr, due to multiplying by some
element u P U . This means to decide whether xiu P T pUq or xiu P eU , i.e., the products
becomes a ghost or zero. The latter case with u P T pUq is of more interest. We follow
this idea in §5–§7, relying on hierarchy of elements which is phrased by a patriarchal
terminology.
An element z P T pUq is called a son of x P T pUq over c “ ex, if ez “ c and there
exists u P T pUq such that z “ xu. Taking a patriarchal viewpoint, z is regarded as the
outcome xu of pairing x to some u P T pUq such that exu “ c, without specifying explicitly
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the “mother” element u of z. In other words, x and z have the same ghost image c, where
z “ xu for some unspecified tangible element u. An element x is called a tyrant (or said
to be tyrannic), if it has at most one son over c P eU . It is said to be isolated, if it has no
son z ‰ x with ex “ ez. The latter property is weaker than tyrannic, but to our opinion
deserves similar attention.
For any tyrant x in a supertropical monoid U the set a “ eU Y xU is obviously an
ideal of U containing M “ eU . This ideal is small in the sense, that each fiber of the
restricted ghost map νU |a has at most two elements, ac “ tc, zu if x has a son z over c,
otherwise ac “ tcu. Conversely, given an ideal a ĄM with |ac| ď 2 for every c PM , then
νU : U Ñ M has a section s : M Ñ U for which a “ M Y spMq. As explicated in §5,
it follows that the MFCE-relations, for which every class contains at most one tangible
element, are the compressions of these ideals M Y spMq, cf. [IKR4, Definition 2.5].
The equalizer EqpSq of a subset S of Ua “ tx P U | ex “ au is defined as the finest
equivalence relation E on U with s „E t for all s, t P S. More generally, given an arbitrary
subset S of U , the fiberwise equalizer FeqpSq of U is the finest equivalence relation E
on U for which s „E t for any s, t P S with es “ et. EqpSq and FeqpSq are obtained in §6
by explicit construction, using the so-called “S-pathes” in U . These pathes serve as our
main technical tool in §7.
The universal MFCE-relation Tpxq turning a given x P T pUq into a tyrant is thoroughly
studied in §7. This means that the relation Tpxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U for
which rxsE is tyrannic on U{E, provided that such relation E exists on U , and otherwise
rxsTpxq is ghost in U{Tpxq. This relation Tpxq is the fiberwise equalizer FeqpSpxqq of the
set Spxq “ pUxqXT pUq of sons of x. Using the results of §6, we gain an explicit criterion
when rxsTpxq is a tyrant and when is not (Theorem 7.6).
In an analogous way we obtain the universal MFCE-relation Ispxq which isolates x in its
fiber Uex, as well as the universal MFCE-relation Sispxq which isolates every son z of x in
its fiber Uez, together with criteria for the existence of such MFCE-relations (Theorems 7.9
and 7.16). It turns out, perhaps astonishing at first glance, that under a mild cancellation
hypothesis on eU these MFCE-relations coincide (Theorem 7.18) and Ispxq “ Sispxq.
The results in §3–§7 may be viewed as instances of a supertropical divisibility theory,
performed upon TE-relations instead of ideals, in particular prime ideals, in classical
commutative algebra. In the same spirit, prime and radical ideals can be replaced by
special equivalence relations to develop a systematic theory of commutative ν-algebra [I2],
which generalizes supertropical algebra.
1. Lifting ghosts to tangibles
We recall our underlying structures.
Definition 1.1. A supertropical semiring is a semiring R where e :“ 1` 1 is idem-
potent (i.e., e ` e “ e) such that, for all a, b P R, a ` b P ta, bu whenever ea ‰ eb
and a ` b “ ea otherwise. This implies ea “ 0 ñ a “ 0. The target of the ghost map
ν : a ÞÑ ea is the ghost ideal eR of R, which is a bipotent semiring (with unit element e),
i.e., a ` b is either a or b, for any a, b P eR. The semiring eR is totally ordered by the
rule
a ď b ô a` b “ b. (1.1)
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T pRq :“ RzpeRq is the set of tangible elements of R, and GpRq :“ eRzt0u is the set of
nonzero ghost elements. The zero 0 “ e0 is regarded mainly as a ghost.
More generally, we have the following structure.
Definition 1.2. A supertropical monoid U is an abelian monoid pU, ¨ q with an ab-
sorbing element 0 :“ 0U , i.e., 0 ¨ x “ 0 for every x P U , and a distinguished idempotent
e :“ eU such that
@x P U : ex “ 0 ñ x “ 0.
In addition, the submonoid M :“ eU of U is equipped with a total ordering, compatible
with multiplication [IKR4, Definition 1.1], which is again determined by rule (1.1). The
map νU : U Ñ M , x ÞÑ ex, is a monoid homomorphism, called the ghost map of U .
Tangible elements T :“ T pUq and ghost elements G :“ GpUq are defined exactly as in
Definition 1.1.
A supertropical monoid U is called unfolded, if the set T pUq0 :“ T pUqY t0u is closed
under multiplication.
If U is unfolded, then N :“ T pUq0 is a multiplicative monoid with absorbing element 0.
Furthermore, M :“ eU is a totally ordered monoid with absorbing element 0, and the
restriction
ρ :“ νU |N : N ÝÑ M
is a monoid homomorphism with ρ´1p0q “ t0u. Observing that eU “ 1M “ ρp1Nq, we see
that the supertropical monoid U is completely determined by the triple pN,M, ρq. This
paves a way to constructing all unfolded supertropical monoids up to isomorphism.
Construction 1.3. Given a totally ordered monoid M with absorbing element 0M ď x
for all x PM , i.e., a bipotent semiring M , let N be an (always commutative) monoid with
absorbing element 0N , together with a multiplicative map ρ : N Ñ M with ρp1Nq “ 1M ,
ρ´1p0Mq “ t0Nu. We define an unfolded supertropical monoid U to be the disjoint union
of Mzt0Mu, Nzt0Nu and a new element 0, identified as 0 “ 0M “ 0N . We write
U “M YN, where M XN “ t0u.
The multiplication on U is given by the rules, in obvious notation,
x ¨ y “
$’’’&’’’%
x ¨N y if x, y P N,
ρpxq ¨M y if x P N, y PM,
x ¨M ρpyq if x P M, y P N,
x ¨M y if x, y PM.
It is easy to verify that pU, ¨ q is a (commutative) monoid with 1U “ 1N and absorbing
element 0. Let e :“ 1M , then eU “M and ρpxq “ ex for x PM . Furthermore, ex “ 0 iff
x “ 0 for any x P U , since ρ´1p0q “ t0u. Thus pU, ¨ , eq, together with the given ordering
on M “ eU , is a supertropical monoid, clearly unfolded. We denote the supertropical
monoid U by STRpN,M, ρq.2
2The notation STRpN,M, ρq differs slightly from the notation STRpT ,G, vq in [IKR1, Construc-
tion 3.16], causes no confusion regarding the ambient context.
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This construction generalizes the construction of supertropical domains [IKR1] (loc. cit.
Construction 3.16). There, to obtain all supertropical predomains up to isomorphism, it
was assumed that Nzt0u andMzt0u are closed under multiplication, and that the monoid
Mzt0u is cancellative. Omitting only the cancellation hypothesis would give us a class of
supertropical monoids not broad enough for our work below.
We add a description of the transmissions between two unfolded supertropical monoids.
Proposition 1.4. Assume that U 1 “ STRpN 1,M 1, ρ1q and U “ STRpN,M, ρq are un-
folded supertropical monoids.
(i) If λ : N 1 Ñ N is a monoid homomorphism with λp0q “ 0, µ : M 1 Ñ M is a
semiring homomorphism, and ρ1λ “ µρ, then the well-defined map
STRpλ, µq : U 1 “ N 1 YM 1 ÝÑ U “ N YM,
sending x1 P N 1 to λpx1q and y1 PM 1 to µpy1q, is a tangible transmission [IKR4, Def-
inition 2.3].
(ii) In this way we obtain all tangible transmissions from U 1 to U .
Proof. (i): A straightforward check.
(ii): Obvious. 
Given an m-valuation v : R Ñ M with support v´1p0q “ q, the supertropical semir-
ing U0pvq appearing in [IKR4, Theorem 7.4] may be viewed as an instance of Construc-
tion 1.3, as follows.
Example 1.5. Let E denote the equivalence relation on R having the equivalence classes
r0sE “ q and rxsE “ txu for x P Rzq. E is multiplicative, and hence R{E is a monoid with
absorbing element r0sE “ 0, identified with the subset pRzqqYt0u in the obvious way. The
map v : R Ñ M induces a monoid homomorphism v¯ : R{E Ñ M given by v¯pxq “ vpxq
for x P Rzq, v¯p0q “ 0. Thus v¯´1p0q “ t0u and
U0pvq “ STRpR{E,M, v¯q.
We next aim for “unfolding” methods of an arbitrary supertropical monoid U . By this
we roughly mean a fiber contraction τ : rU Ñ U , where rU is an unfolded supertropical
monoid and the fibers τ´1pxq, x P U , are as small as possible. More precisely we decree
Definition 1.6. Let M :“ eU , and let N be a submonoid of pU, ¨ q which contains the
set T pUq0. An unfolding of U along N is a fiber contraction τ : rU Ñ U over M (in
particular erU “M), such that
τ´1pxq “
$&%
tx, x˜u if x PM XN,
tx˜u if x P NzM,
txu if x PMzN,
where x˜ P T pUq0. For any x P N , we call x˜ the tangible lift of x (with respect to N).
Notice that this forces τpT prUq0q “ N , and moreover for any x P N the tangible fiber x˜
is the unique element of T prUq0 with τpx˜q “ x, hence T prUq0 “ tx˜ | x P Nu. Thus, if
τ : rU Ñ U is an unfolding along N , then the restriction T prUq0 Ñ N , x˜ ÞÑ x, of τ is a
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monoid isomorphism, and τ itself is an ideal compression with ghost kernel pM XNq„YM
(cf. [IKR4, Definition 1.5]), where pM XNq„ :“ tx˜ | x P M XNu.
Theorem 1.7.
(i) Given a pair pU,Nq consisting of a supertropical monoid U and a multiplicative
submonoid N Ą T pUq0, there exists an unfolding τ : rU Ñ U of U along N .
(ii) If τ 1 : rU 1 Ñ U is a second unfolding of U along N , then there exists a unique
isomorphism of supertropical monoids α : rU Ñ˜ rU 1 with τ 1 ˝ α “ τ .
Proof. (i) Existence: Since M is an ideal of U , the set M XN is a monoid ideal of N . We
have U “ N YM , since N Ą T pUq0. Let ρ : N Ñ M denote the restriction of νU to N .
It is a monoid homomorphism with ρ´1p0q “ t0u.
Let rN denote a copy of the monoid N with copying isomorphism x ÞÑ x˜ (x P N),
and let rρ : rN Ñ M denote the monoid homomorphism from rN to M corresponding to
ρ : N ÑM . Thus rρpx˜q “ ρpxq “ ex for x P N . Define the unfolded supertropical monoidrU :“ STRp rN,M, rρq “ rN YM.
In rU we have r0U “ 0 and rN XM “ t0u. Further T prUq0 “ rN and erU “ eU “M .
We obtain a well-defined surjective map τ : rU Ñ U by setting τpx˜q :“ x for x P N ,
τpyq :“ y for y P M . As easily checked, τ is multiplicative, sending 0 to 0, 1 P T prUq
to 1 P N , which restricts to the identity on M . Thus τ is a fiber contraction [IKR4,
Definition 2.1]. The fibers of τ are as indicated in Definition 1.6; hence τ is an unfolding
of U along N .
(ii) Uniqueness : Let rτ : rU Ñ U and rτ 1 : rU 1 Ñ U be unfoldings of U along N with
tangible lifts x ÞÑ x˜ and x ÞÑ x˜1 respectively. Without loss of generality we assume thatrU “ STRp rN,M, rρq and rU 1 “ STRp rN 1,M, rρ1q with tangible lifts x ÞÑ x˜ and x ÞÑ x˜1
(x P N). Then rρpx˜q “ rρ1px˜1q “ ex for every x P N . The map λ : rN Ñ rN 1, given by
λpx˜q “ x˜1 for x P N , is a monoid isomorphism with rρ1 ˝ λ “ idM ˝rρ. Thus we have a well
defined transmission (cf. Proposition 1.4)
α :“ STRpλ, idMq : rU ÝÑ rU 1.
α is an isomorphism over U , i.e., an isomorphism with τ 1 ˝α “ τ , clearly the only one. 
Notation 1.8. We call the map τ : rU Ñ U constructed in part (i) of the proof of
Theorem 1.7 “the” unfolding of U along N and, when necessary, write it more
precisely as
τU,N : rUpNq ÝÑ U.
Sometimes we abusively denote any unfolding of U along N in this way, justified by
Theorem 1.7.(ii).
Example 1.9. In the special case that U “ eU “ M , N can be any submonoid of M
containing 0. Then ĂMpNq “ rN YM with rN XM “ t0u, andĂMpNq – STRpN,M, iq
with i : N ãÑ M the inclusion mapping. For every x P N there exists a unique tangible
element x˜ in ĂMpNq with ex˜ “ x, while for x PMzN there exists no such element.
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Theorem 1.10. Assume that α : U 1 Ñ U is a transmission of supertropical monoids
[IKR4, Definition 1.4], and that N 1 Ą T pU 1q0, N Ą T pUq0 are submonoids of U
1 and U
with αpN 1q Ă N . Then there exists a unique tangible transmission
rα :“ rαN 1,N : rU 1pN 1q ÝÑ rUpNq,
called the tangible unfolding of α along N 1 and N , such that the diagram
rU 1pN 1q
τU 1,N1

rα // rUpNq
τU,N

U 1
α
// U
commutes.
Proof. Let M 1 :“ eU 1, M :“ eU , and let ρ1 : N 1 Ñ M , ρ : N Ñ M denote the monoid
homomorphisms obtained from νU 1 and νU by restriction to N
1 and N . ThenrU 1pN 1q “ STRpN 1,M 1, ρ1q, rUpNq “ STRpN,M, ρq.
The map α restricts to monoid homomorphisms λ : N 1 Ñ N and γ : M 1 Ñ M with
λp0q “ 0, γp0q “ 0, where γ is order preserving. So γ ˝ νU 1 “ νU ˝ α, hence γ ˝ ρ
1 “ ρ ˝ λ,
and we obtain the tangible transmissionrα :“ STRpλ, γq : rU 1pN 1q ÝÑ rUpNq.
Clearly τU,N ˝rα “ α˝τU 1,N 1. Since any tangible transmission from rU 1pN 1q to rUpNqmaps rN 1
to rN and M 1 to M , it is evident that rα is the only such map. 
Corollary 1.11. Assume that α : U 1 Ñ U is a tangibly surjective transmission of su-
pertropical monoids, i.e., T pUq Ă αpT pU 1qq, and U 1 is unfolded. Let N :“ αpT pU 1q0q,
which is a submonoid of U containing T pUq0.
(i) There exists a unique tangible transmission
rα : U 1 ÝÑ rUpNq,
called the tangible lift of α, such that τU,N ˝ rα “ α.
(ii) If x1 P U 1, then
rαpx1q “ # Ćαpx1q if x1 P T pU 1q0,
αpx1q if x1 P eU 1.
Proof. (i): Apply Theorem 1.10 with N 1 :“ T pU 1q0, and observe that rU 1pN 1q “ U 1,
since U 1 is unfolded.
(ii): Obvious, since τU,Nprαpx1qq “ αpx1q and rαpx1q P T prUq0 iff x1 P T pU 1q0. 
We are ready to construct “tangible lifts” of m-supervaluations.
Theorem 1.12. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U is a tangibly surjective m-supervaluation, i.e.,
T pUq Ă ϕpRq {e.g. ϕ is surjective; U “ ϕpRq Y eϕpRq}. Let N :“ ϕpRq. It is a
submonoid of U containing T pUq.
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(i) The map rϕ : R ÝÑ rUpNq, a ÞÑĆϕpaq,
withĆϕpaq denoting the tangible lift of ϕpaq w.r.t. N , is a tangible m-supervaluation
of ϕ, called the tangible lift of ϕ [IKR4, Definition 2.3].
(ii) If ϕ1 : RÑ U 1 is a tangible m-supervaluation dominating ϕ, then ϕ1 dominates rϕ.
Proof. (i): rϕ is multiplicative, rϕp0q “ 0, rϕp1q “ 1, and erϕ “ eϕ is an m-valuation. Thus rϕ
is an m-supervaluation. By construction, rϕ is tangible.
(ii): We may assume that the m-supervaluation ϕ1 : R Ñ U 1 is surjective, and hence
ϕ1pRq Ą T 1pUq0. Since ϕ
1 is tangible, this forces ϕ1pRq “ T 1pUq0. Thus T
1pUq0 is a
submonoid of U 1, i.e., U 1 is unfolded. Since ϕ1 dominates ϕ, there exists a transmission
α : U 1 Ñ U with ϕ “ α ˝ ϕ1, such that
αpT 1pUq0q “ αpϕ
1pRqq “ ϕpRq “ N.
Thus we have the tangible lift of α,rα : U 1 ÝÑ rUpNq.
So, for any a P R, rαpϕ1paqq “ rαpϕ1paqqs„ “Ćϕpaq “ rϕpaq.
Thus rϕ “ rα ˝ ϕ1, which proves that ϕ1 dominates rϕ. 
Addendum 1.13. As the proof has shown, if the m-valuation ϕ1 is surjective, then U 1 is
unfolded, and the transmission [IKR1, Definition 5.3]
αrϕ,ϕ1 : U 1 ÝÑ rUpNq
is the tangible lift of αϕ,ϕ1 : U
1 Ñ U .
Corollary 1.14. If ϕ, ψ are m-supervaluations covering v and ϕ ď ψ, then rϕ ď rψ.
Proof. We have ϕ ď ψ ď rψ, and from Theorem 1.12.(ii) it follows that rϕ ď rψ. 
2. The partial tangible lifts of an m-supervaluation
In what follows v : RÑM is a fixed m-valuation and ϕ : RÑ U is a tangible surjective
m-supervaluation covering v. (Often v and ϕ will both be surjective.) The tangible liftrϕ : R Ñ rU (cf. Theorem 1.12) was introduced in §1, and now we strive for an explicit
description of the m-supervaluations ψ covering v with ϕ ď ψ ď rϕ.
Definition 2.1. Given an m-supervaluation ψ : RÑ V covering v : RÑ M , we call
Gpψq :“ ψpRq XM “ tψpaq | a P R, ψpaq “ vpaqu
the ghost value set of ψ. {Notice that eV “M .}
Lemma 2.2. Let ψ1, ψ2 be m-supervaluations covering v. If ψ1 ě ψ2, then Gpψ1q Ă Gpψ2q.
If ψ1 „ ψ2, then Gpψ1q “ Gpψ2q.
Proof. Let a P R. If ψ1 ě ψ2, then ψ1paq P M implies that ψ2paq PM , due to dominance,
condition D3 in [IKR4, Definition 7.2]. Thus, ψ1paq PM iff ψ2paq P M , for ψ1 „ ψ2. 
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Lemma 2.3. Assume that the m-valuation v : RÑM is surjective. Then the ghost value
set Gpψq of any m-supervaluation ψ covering v is an ideal of the semiring M .
Proof. For x P Gpψq, y P M there exist a, b P R with ψpaq “ x, eψpbq “ y, implying that
xy “ eψpaqψpbq “ ψpaqψpbq “ ψpabq.
Thus xy P ψpRq XM “ Gpψq, which proves that Gpψq ¨M Ă Gpψq. Since M is bipotent,
Gpψq is also closed under addition. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that ϕ : RÑ U is an m-supervaluation covering v : RÑM , and
that ψ1, ψ2 are m-supervaluations covering v with
ϕ ď ψ1 ď rϕ, ϕ ď ψ2 ď rϕ.
(i) ψ1 ě ψ2 ô Gpψ1q Ă Gpψ2q;
(ii) ψ1 „ ψ2 ô Gpψ1q “ Gpψ2q.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that ϕ is surjective. Then also the m-super-
valuations ψ1, ψ2, rϕ are surjective and, by Corollary 1.14, the tangible lifts rψ1 and rψ2 are
both equivalent to rϕ.
Again, without loss of generality, assume that ϕ “ rϕ{E :“ piE ˝ rϕ with E an MFCE-
relation on rU , and that ψi “ rϕ{Ei with an MFCE-relation Ei (i “ 1, 2). Let us describe
these relations E,E1, E2 explicitly. We have rU “ rN YM , withrN :“ T prUq0 “ rϕpRq, rN XM “ t0u,
furthermore U “ N YM with
N :“ ϕpRq, N XM “ Gpϕq,
and a copying isomorphism
s : N Ý˜Ñ rN
of monoids (new notation!), which sends each x P N to its tangible lift x˜, as explained in §1
(Definition 1.6, Proof of Theorem 1.7.i). Notice that espxq “ x for x P N XM “ Gpϕq.
The relation E has the 2-point equivalence classes tx, spxqu with x running throughGpϕq,
while all other E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Analogously, Ei has the 2-point
set equivalence classes tx, spxqu with x running through Gpψiq Ă Gpϕq, while again all
other E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Thus it is obvious that3 E1 Ă E2 iff
Gpψ1q Ă Gpψ2q. But E1 Ă E2 means that ψ1 ě ψ2. This gives claim (i), and claim (ii)
follows. 
Definition 2.5. We call the monoid isomorphism
s : ϕpRq ÝÑ T prUq0 “ rϕpRq,
i.e., the copying isomorphism s : NÑ˜ rN from the proof of Theorem 2.4, the tangible
lifting map of ϕ.
3As in [IKR1] we view an equivalence relation on a set X as a subset of X ˆX in the usual way.
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Note that spxqy “ spxyq for x P ϕpRq, y P T prUq0.
Henceforth we assume that the m-valuation v : RÑM is surjective and that ϕ : RÑ U
is a surjective m-supervaluation with eϕ “ v. The question arises whether every ideal a
of M with a Ă Gpϕq appears as the ghost value set Gpψq of some m-supervaluation ψ
covering v with ϕ ď ψ ď rϕ. This is indeed true.
Construction 2.6. We employ the tangible lifting map s : ϕpRq Ñ rϕpRq “ T prUq0 defined
above. Assume that a is an ideal of M contained in Gpϕq. We have
spaq ¨ rU Ă spaq YM,
since spxqy “ spxyq P spaq for x P a and y P T pUq. We conclude that spaq YM is an
ideal of U . Let
Ea :“ EprU, spaqq “ EprU, spaq YMq
and rUa :“ rU{Ea. We regard rUa as a subset of rU , as indicated in [IKR4, Convention 3.3.a].
The map piEa : rU ։ rUa is the ideal compression with ghost kernel spaq YM , andrϕa :“ rϕ{Ea “ piEa ˝ rϕ : R ÝÑ rUa
is an m-supervaluation. For any a P R
rϕapaq “ " ϕpaq “ vpaq if ϕpaq P a,rϕpaq else .
Clearly ϕ ď rϕa ď rϕ and Gprϕaq “ a. We call rϕa the tangible lift of ϕ outside a, and
we call any such map rϕa a partial tangible lift of ϕ.
Let rϕ, rϕs denote the “interval” of the poset Covmpvq containing all classes rψs with
ϕ ď ψ ď rϕ, and let r0, Gpϕqs be the set of ideals a of M with a Ă Gpϕq, ordered by
inclusion. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have a well defined order preserving map
rϕ, rϕs ÝÑ r0, Gpϕqs,
sending each class rψs P rϕ, rϕs to the ideal Gpψq. By Theorem 2.4 this map is injective,
and by Construction 2.6 we know that it is also surjective. Thus we we have proved
Theorem 2.7. The map
rϕ, rϕs ÝÑ r0, Gpϕqs, rψs ÞÑ Gpψq,
is a well defined order preserving bijection. The inverse of this map sends an ideal a Ă
Gpϕq to the class rrϕas of the tangible lift of ϕ outside a.
The poset Covmpvq is a complete lattice (cf. [IKR4, Corollary 7.5]). The poset IpMq
consisting of the ideals of M and ordered by inclusion, is a complete lattice as well.
Indeed, the infimum of a family pai | i P Iq in IpMq is the ideal
Ş
i ai, while the supremum
is the ideal
ř
i ai “
Ť
i ai. {Recall once more that every subset of M is closed under
addition.} The intervals rϕ, rϕs and r0, Gpϕqs are again complete lattices, and thus the
map rϕ, rϕs Ñ r0, Gpϕqs in Theorem 2.7 is an anti-isomorphism of complete lattices. This
implies the following
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Corollary 2.8. Assume that pψi | i P Iq is a family of supervaluations covering v with
ϕ ď ψi ď rϕ for each i P I. Let Ži ψi and Źi ψi denote respectively representatives of the
classes
Ž
irψis and
Ź
irψis (as described in [IKR1, §7]). Then
G
ˆł
i
ψi
˙
“
č
i
Gpψiq, G
ˆľ
i
ψi
˙
“
ď
i
Gpψiq.
We turn to the case where ϕ : R Ñ U is a supervaluation, i.e., the supertropical
monoid U is a semiring. We want to characterize the partial tangible lifts ψ of ϕ which
are again supervaluations; in other terms, we want to determine the subset rϕ, rϕsXCovpvq
of the interval rϕ, rϕs of Covmpvq.
The set Y pvq introduced at the end of [IKR4, §7] will play a decisive role. It consists
of the products ab P R of elements a, b P R for which there exists some a1 P R with
vpa1q ă vpaq, vpa1bq “ vpabq ‰ 0.
Henceforth, we call these products ab the v-NC-products (in R). Let
q1 :“ qY Y pvq,
where q is the support of v, q “ v´1p0q. As observed in [IKR4, §7], q1 is an ideal of the
monoid pR, ¨ q, while q is an ideal of the semiring R.
Example 2.9. Let R be a supertropical semiring and let γ : eR Ñ M be a semiring
homomorphism to a bipotent semiring M . Then
v :“ γ ˝ νR : R ÝÑ M
is a strict m-valuation. The v-NC-products are the products yz with y, z P U such that
there exists some y1 P R with
γpey1q ă γpeyq, γpey1zq “ γpeyzq.
Thus Y pvq is the ideal D0pR, γq of the supertropical semiring R, introduced in [IKR4,
Definition 4.8].
Proposition 2.10. If ϕ is a supervaluation then ϕpq1q is contained in the ghost value
set Gpϕq.
Proof. We have seen in [IKR4, §7] that ϕpY pvqq ĂM . Since ϕpqq “ t0u, this implies that
ϕpq1q ĂM X ϕpRq “ Gpϕq. 
Remark 2.11. Here is a more direct argument that ϕpY pvqq ĂM , than given in the proof
of [IKR4, Theorem 7.12.i]. If x P Y pvq, then we have a1, a, b P R with x “ ab, vpa1q ă vpaq,
vpa1bq “ vpabq ‰ 0. Clearly ϕpxq “ ϕpaqϕpbq is an NC-product in the supertropical
semiring U [IKR4, Definition 4.2], and thus ϕpxq is ghost, as already observed in [IKR4,
Theorem 1.2].
Lemma 2.12. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U is a surjective tangible m-supervaluation cover-
ing v. Then ϕpRzqq “ T pUq, vpRq “M , and ϕpY pvqq “ SpUq.4
4Recall that SpUq denotes the set of tangible NC-products in U [IKR4, Definition 4.2].
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Proof. a) We have U “ ϕpRq Y vpRq, ϕpRzqq Ă T pUq, and vpRq Ă M . Since U “
T pUq 9YM , this forces ϕpRzqq “ T pUq and vpRq “M.
b) Let c P Y pvq. There exist a, b, a1 P R with c “ ab, vpa1q ă vpaq, vpa1bq “ vpabq ‰ 0.
It follows that ϕpcq “ xy ‰ 0 with x :“ ϕpaq, y :“ ϕpbq, vpa1q ă ex, vpa1qy “ exy.
Thus ϕpcq is an NC-product in U . Moreover ϕpcq is tangible, hence ϕpcq P SpUq. Thus
ϕpY pvqq Ă SpUq.
c) Let x P SpUq be given. Then x “ yz P T pUq with y, z P U and y1 ă ey, y1z “ eyz ‰ 0
for some y1 P M . Clearly y, z P T pUq. We choose a, b, a1 P R with ϕpaq “ y, ϕpbq “ z,
vpa1q “ y1. Then ey “ vpaq, ez “ vpbq, and it follows that vpa1q ă vpaq, vpa1bq “ vpabq ‰ 0.
Thus ab P Y pvq and x “ ϕpabq. This proves that SpUq Ă ϕpY pvqq. 
Theorem 2.13. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U is a supervaluation, i.e., U is a semiring. Letqϕ denote the tangible lift of ϕ outside the ideal vpq1q “ t0u Y vpY pvqq of M ,qϕ :“ prϕqvpq1q : R ÝÑ qU :“ rU{Evpq1q
(cf. Construction 2.6).
(i) qϕ is again a supervaluation. More precisely, qϕ coincides with the supervaluation
prϕq^ associated to the tangible lift rϕ : RÑ rU of ϕ (cf. [IKR4, Definition 7.7]).
(ii) If ψ is an m-supervaluation covering v with ϕ ď ψ ď rϕ, then ψ is a supervaluation
iff ψ ď qϕ. Thus
rϕ, rϕs X Covpvq “ rϕ, qϕs.
Proof. (i): prϕq^ is the map rϕ{EprU, SprUqq “ pi
EprU,SprUqq ˝ rϕ from R to qU :“ rU{EprU, SprUqq.
Applying Lemma 2.12 to ϕ, we have
SprUq Y t0u “ rϕpq1q “ sϕpq1q
where s : ϕpRq Ñ T prUq0 is the tangible lifting map for ϕ. Moreover ϕpq1q “ vpq1q by
Proposition 2.10. Thus qU “ rU{Evpq1q and prϕq^ “ rϕ{Evpq1q “ qϕ.
(ii): If ψ is a supervaluation, then we know by Proposition 2.10 that Gpψq Ą vpq1q “ Gpqϕq,
and hence by Theorem 2.4 that ψ ď qϕ. Conversely, if ψ ď qϕ, then ψ is a supervaluation,
since qϕ is a supervaluation (cf. [IKR4, Proposition 7.6]). 
Definition 2.14.
(i) Given a supervaluation ϕ :“ RÑ U covering v we callqϕ :“ prϕq^ : R ÝÑ qU “ prUq^
the almost tangible lift of ϕ (to a supervaluation) and we call rqϕs P Covpvq the
almost tangible lift (in Covpvq) of the class rϕs P Covpvq.
(ii) If qϕ “ ϕ, we say that ϕ itself is almost tangible.
Remarks 2.15.
(a) Clearly ϕ is almost tangible iff Gpϕq “ vpq1q. A subtle point here is that there may
nevertheless exist elements a P Rzq1 with ϕpaq ghost.
(b) If ϕ is any supervaluation, then qϕ is almost tangible.
(c) If v happens to be a valuation, i.e., M is cancellative, then qϕ “ rϕ.
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Proposition 2.16. If ψ is an almost tangible supervaluation dominating the supervalua-
tion ϕ (but not necessarily covering v), then ψ dominates qϕ.
Proof. rψ ě rϕ, and hence ψ “ prψq^ ě prϕq^ “ qϕ. 
3. Tangible and mixing transmissions
The intent of this section is to display any transmission α : U Ñ V of supertropical
monoids as a product α “ αm ˝αt of a tangible transmission αt and a “mixing” transmis-
sion αm, and to study properties of these factors. Tangible transmissions were introduced
in [IKR4, Definition 2.1], while mixing transmissions are introduced below. A key result
for this factorization is provided by Theorem 3.2 on TE-relations [IKR4, Definition 1.7].
Definition 3.1. A TE-relation E on a supertropical monoid U is called ghost separat-
ing, if no element x P T pUq with x ≁E 0 is E-equivalent to an element y P GpUq. In
other terms, E is ghost separating iff piE : U Ñ U{E is a tangible transmission [IKR4,
Definition 2.3].
Theorem 3.2. Let E be a TE-relation on a supertropical monoid U . Define the binary
relation rE on U by
x „ rE y ô
$’’&’’’%
x „E y, and for any z P U
either xz, yz P T pUq Y t0u,
or xz, yz P eU,
or xz „E 0 phence yz „E 0q.
(˚)
(i) rE is a TE-relation on U with rE Ă E and rE|M “ E|M .
(ii) rE is ghost separating.
(iii) If F is a ghost separating TE-relation on U with F Ă E, then F Ă rE.
Proof. (i): It is obvious that rE is a multiplicative equivalence relation on U and rE|M “
E|M . Assume that x P U and ex „ rE 0. Then ex „E 0, hence x „E 0, implying that
x „ rE 0. Thus rE is a TE-relation. Clearly rE Ă E.
(ii): Assume that x P T pUq, y P GpUq, but x ≁E 0 and y ≁E 0. Then, x and y are notrE-equivalent, since the second condition in p˚q fails for z “ 1. Thus rE is ghost separating.
(iii): Assume that x, y P U and x „F y. Then x „E y. Given z P U , since F is ghost
separating, either xz, yz P T pUq or xz, yz P GpUq, or xz P r0sF Ă r0sE
5. Thus x „ rE y.
This proves that F Ă rE. 
Definition 3.3.
(a) We call rE the ghost separating refinement of the TE-relation E.
(b) If E is an MFCE-relation, we alternatively say that rE is the tangible refinement
of E, to be compatible with the definition of a tangible MFCE-relation in [IKR4,
Definition 2.4].
5Recall that r0sF denotes the F -equivalence class of 0 P U .
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In the second condition on the right side of p˚q, defining rE, we may discard the ele-
ments z of eU , since then we have xz, yz P eU for free. We may also use the sets T pUq,
GpUq, r0sE instead of T pUq Y t0u, eU , r0sE, although T pUq or GpUq may not be closed
under multiplication. This leads to the following description of rE, which perhaps looks
more natural than p˚q.
Remark 3.4. Let x, y P U . The following are equivalent.
(i) x „ rE y.
(ii) x „E y, and for every z P T pUq the elements xz, yz are both contained in one of
the sets T pUq,GpUq, r0sE.
The description of rE becomes much simpler if U is unfolded, i.e., T pUq0 is closed under
multiplication.
Remark 3.5. Assume that E is a TE-relation on an unfolded supertropical monoid U .
Let x, y P U . Then x „ rE y iff x „E y and the elements x, y are both contained in one of
the sets T pUq, GpUq, r0sE. Indeed, now the last property is inherited by the pair xz, yz
from the pair x, y for any z P U .
We are ready for introducing the class of “mixing” transmissions. It will be convenient
to use the following catch-phrases: We say that two elements x, y of Uzt0u are of different
kind, if either x P T pUq, y P GpUq, or x P GpUq, y P T pUq. Otherwise we say that x, y
are of the same kind.
Definition 3.6. Let α : U Ñ V be a transmission between supertropical monoids. We
say that α is mixing, if α´1p0q “ t0u, and if for any two different elements x, y of Uzt0u
with αpxq “ αpyq there exists some z P U with αpxzq ‰ 0 (hence also αpyzq ‰ 0) and xz,
yz of different kind.
We start the study of this new class of transmissions with some simple observations.
Remarks 3.7.
(i) If α : U Ñ V is a transmission with α´1p0q “ t0u, and E :“ Epαq is the equiva-
lence relation determined by α (x „E y iff αpxq “ αpyq), then α is mixing iff the
ghost separating refinement rE of E is trivial, i.e., x „ rE y implies x “ y. This is
obvious from the definition of rE (cf. Remark 3.4).
(ii) If α : U Ñ V is mixing, then the ghost part αν : eU Ñ eV of α is injective. Indeed,
if x, y P eU and αpxq “ αpyq, then xz, yz P eV for every z P U . This forces x “ y.
Thus every surjective mixing transmission is a fiber contraction.
(iii) Let α1 : U Ñ U1 and α2 : U1 Ñ U2 be transmissions, and assume that α2 is
injective. Then α2 ˝ α1 is mixing iff α1 is mixing. Every mixing transmission α :
U Ñ V is the composite i ˝ α0 of a surjective mixing transmission α0 : U Ñ αpUq
and an inclusion map i : αpUq ãÑ V .
(iv) If α : U Ñ V is mixing and j : U 1 Ñ U is an injective transmission, then
α ˝ j : U 1 Ñ V is again mixing.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that α : U Ñ V and β : V Ñ W are transmissions and that
βα : U ÑW is mixing. Then α is mixing.
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Proof. Since pβαq´1p0q “ t0u, also α´1p0q “ t0u. Let x, y be different elements in Uzt0u
with αpxq “ αpyq. Then βαpxq “ βαpyq. Since βα is mixing, there exists some z P U
with βαpxzq ‰ 0, hence αpxzq ‰ 0, and xz, yz of different kind. This proves that α is
mixing. 
Lemma 3.9. Assume that α : U Ñ V is a surjective transmission which is both tangible
and mixing, Then α is an isomorphism.
Proof. A bijective transmission is an isomorphism. Thus it suffices to verify that α is
injective. Let x, y be different elements of U . Suppose that αpxq “ αpyq. Since α´1p0q “
t0u, both x, y are not zero. Since α is mixing, we conclude that there exists some z P U
with αpxzq ‰ 0, αpyzq ‰ 0, and, say xz P T pUq, yz P GpUq. Since α is tangible, it follows
that αpxzq P T pV q Y t0u, αpyzq P eV . But αpxzq “ αpyzq, which forces αpxzq “ 0, a
contradiction. This proves that α is injective. 
We are ready for the factorization theorem, announced at the beginning of the section.
Theorem 3.10. Let α : U 1 ։ U be a surjective transmission, M 1 :“ eU 1, M :“ eU , and
γ :“ αν :M 1 ´։M.
(i) There exists a commuting triangle
V
αm
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
U 1
α
//
αt
88 88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
U
(3.1)
where αt is a surjective tangible transmission covering γ (in particular eV “ M)
and αm is a mixing transmission over M .
(ii) Given a factorization α “ αmαt as described in (i), the following holds. If
α : U 1
β
// // W
µ
// U
is a factorization of α with β surjective and tangible and µ a fiber contraction
over M (in particular eW “ M), then there exists a unique fiber contraction
ζ : W Ñ V over M such that ζβ “ αt, which forces αmζ “ µ. If in addition µ is
mixing, then ζ is an isomorphism.
We indicate this by the following diagram:
W
µ
❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂
ζ

V
αm
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
U 1
α
//
αt
88 88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
β
@@ @@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
U.
Proof. a) Let E :“ Epαq, and take
αt :“ pi rE : U 1 ÝÑ U 1{ rE “: V.
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The transmission αt is tangible and covers γ (cf. Theorem 3.2). Since rE Ă E, there is
a unique map αm : V Ñ U with α “ αmαt. Since α and αt are surjective transmissions,
also αm is a surjective transmission. Since both α and αt cover γ, we have α
ν
m “ idM .
Thus αm is a fiber contraction over M .
We verify that αm is mixing. Let x, y P U
1 be given. Let x¯ :“ rxs rE, y¯ :“ rys rE and
assume that x¯ ‰ y¯, i.e., x ≁ rE y. Assume also that αmpx¯q “ αmpy¯q, i.e., x „E y, in
other terms, αpxq “ αpyq. By Remark 3.4 we conclude that there exists some z P U
with αpxzq ‰ 0, αpyzq ‰ 0, and xz, yz of different kind. Then, with z¯ :“ rzs rE, we have
αmpx¯z¯q ‰ 0, αmpy¯z¯q ‰ 0, and x¯z¯, y¯z¯ of different kind, since rE is ghost separating. This
proves that αm is mixing.
b) We continue with the factorization α “ αmαt as just constructed. Let α “ µβ be
a factorization of α with β : U 1 Ñ W tangible and surjective, and µ : W Ñ U a fiber
contraction over M . Since µν “ idM , this forces β
ν “ γ. We have Epβq Ă Epαq “ E,
and Epβq is ghost separating. Thus Epβq Ă rE. We conclude that there exists a surjective
transmission ζ : W Ñ U 1{ rE “ V with ζβ “ αt. Since βν “ ανt “ γ, it follows that
ζν “ idM , i.e., ζ is a fiber contraction over M , and thus αmαt “ αmζβ “ µβ. Since β is
surjective, this implies µ “ αmζ .
c) Assume in addition that µ is mixing. Since αt “ ζβ and β are tangible, also ζ is
tangible. Since µ “ αmζ is mixing, if follows by Lemma 3.8 that ζ is mixing, and then by
Lemma 3.9 that ζ is an isomorphism.
d) It is now evident that the statement (ii) of the theorem holds for any factorization
α “ αmαt as described in part (i), and not only for the one constructed in step a) of the
proof. 
Remark 3.11. Assume that in Diagram (3.1) the monoid U 1 is a (supertropical) semiring.
Then also V is a semiring, cf. [IKR4, Theorem 1.6.(ii)], and consequently U is a semiring.
Thus the whole Diagram (3.1) is situated in the category of supertropical semirings. In
particular the mixing property of αm takes place in this category.
Theorem 3.10 can be readily generalized to a factorization theorem of a transmission
which is not necessarily surjective.
Corollary 3.12. Assume that α : U 1 Ñ U is any transmission. Let γ :“ αν : M 1 Ñ M
denote the ghost part of α.
(i) There exists a surjective tangible transmission αt : U
1 Ñ V and a mixing trans-
mission αm : V Ñ U covering the injection i : γpMq ãÑM
1 such that α “ αm ˝αt.
(ii) Given a second factorization α “ µ ˝ β with β : U 1 Ñ W surjective and tangible,
and µ : W Ñ U mixing, there exists a unique isomorphism ζ : W „ÝÑ V such that
ζβ “ αt and αmζ “ µ.
Proof. (i): Let α0 : U
1 Ñ αpU 1q denote the transmission obtained from α by restricting
the target U to αpU 1q. We have a factorization α0 “ pα0qm ˝ pα0qt with the properties
stated in Theorem 3.10. Let αt :“ pα0qt and αm :“ j ˝ pα0qm with j the inclusion map
from αpU 1q to U . Then α “ αm ˝ αt. Here αt is surjective and tangible, while αm is
mixing, as follows form Remak 3.7.(iv).
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(ii): By Theorem 3.10.(ii) there is a unique isomorphism ζ : W Ñ α0pUq with ζβ “
pα0qt “ αt. Since α “ αmαt “ αmζβ “ µβ, and β is surjective, this forces αmζ “ µ. 
Definition 3.13. We call αt “the” surjective tangible part and αm the mixing part
of the transmission α. α “ αm ˝ αt is called the pt,mq-factorization of α. When α is
surjective, we call αt briefly the tangible part of α.
Remark 3.14. Let α : U Ñ V be any transmission with ghost part γ :“ αν : M Ñ N .
By [IKR4, Theorem 1.13] we have a unique factorization
α “ β ˝ piF pU,γq,
where β is a fiber contraction over N “ eV . Since piF pU,γq is tangible and surjective, it is
obvious that
αt “ βt ˝ piF pU,γq, αm “ βm.
The remark indicates that finding pt,mq-factorizations is essentially an issue on fiber
contractions, and thus can be turned into a problem about MFCE-relations.
From part a) of the proof of Theorem 3.10 now the following is clear.
Scholium 3.15. Let E be an MFCE-relation on a supertropical monoid U . Then the
transmission piE : U Ñ U{E has the tangible part ppiEqt “ pi rE and the mixing part
ppiEqm “ piE{ rE. Here E{ rE denotes the equivalence relation induced by E on U{ rE, i.e.,
for x, y P U
rxs rE „E{ rE rys rE ô x „E y.
Example 3.16 (The relation rEpνq). Let U be a supertropical monoid and M :“ eU . For
any subset L of U and x P U we define
rL : xs :“ tz P U | zx P Lu.
The equivalence relation Epνq :“ EpνUq induced by the ghost map νU clearly is the coars-
est MFCE-relation on U . Notice that x „Epνq y iff ex “ ey. Theorem 3.2 tells us that
the relation rEpνq :“ pEpνqq„ is the coarsest ghost separating MFCE-relation on U . Fur-
thermore, by that theorem two elements x, y of U are rEpνq-equivalent iff ex “ ey and for
every z P U both xz and yz lie in T pUq0 or in GpUq0. This can also be phrased as follows.
x „ rEpνq y ô ex “ ey, rM : xs “ rM : ys
ô ex “ ey, rGpUq : xs “ rGpUq : ys
ô ex “ ey, rT pUq : xs “ rT pUq : ys.
Remark 3.17. If E is any MFCE-relation, we read off from the preceding remark and
Theorem 3.2 that rE “ E X rEpνq. Since any equivalence relation finer than rEpνq is ghost
separating, it is clear form Remark 3.14 that E X rEpνq is the coarsest ghost separating
MFCE-relation finer than E.
Example 3.18 (The relation Et). We return to the fiber conserving equivalence relation
Et :“ Et,U mentioned near [IKR4, Definition 2.3]. For x, y P U
x „Et y ô ex “ ey, and either x “ y or x, y P T pUq.
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Clearly rEpνq Ă Et. If Et is multiplicative, then Et is MFCE and ghost separating, hence
Et Ă rEpνq. We conclude that rEpνq “ Et iff for any elements x, y, z P T pUq with ex “ ey
the elements xz, yz are both tangible or equal. Certainly this happens if T pUq Y t0u is
closed under multiplication, but there are other cases.
As in [IKR4, §4] (and for U a semiring ordering in [IKR1, §7]) we denote the poset
consisting of all MFCE-relations on U by MFCpUq. Recall that MFCpUq is a complete
lattice with top element EpνU q and bottom element diagpUq, cf. [IKR1, §7]. We take
a brief look at the sets of those E P MFCpUq for which the associated fiber contraction
piE : U Ñ U{E is either tangible or mixing.
Definition 3.19.
(a) Let E P MFCpUq. We say that E is tangible (resp. mixing) if the transmis-
sion piE is tangible (resp. mixing).
(b) We denote the set of all tangible E P MFCpUq by MFCtpUq, and the set of all mix-
ing E P MFCpUq by MixpUq. We regard both MFCtpUq and MixpUq as subposets
of the lattice MFCpUq.
N.B. An MFCE-relation E on U is tangible iff the TE-relation E is ghost separating.
Tangible MFCE-relations had already been introduced in [IKR4, Definition 2.4].
Scholium 3.20. It follows from Remark 3.17, that MFCtpUq is the set of all E P MFCpUq
with E Ă rEpνq, while MixpUq is the set of all E Ă MFCpUq with E X rEpνq “ tdiagUu.
Thus both MFCtpUq and MixpUq are lower subsets of MFCpUq, and
MFCtpUq XMixpUq “ tdiagUu.
Moreover, MFCtpUq is a complete sublattice of MFCpUq.
Lemma 3.21. Assume that pEi | i P Iq is a family of MFCE-relations on U with the
property that for any two indices i, j P I there exists some k P I with Ei Ă Ek and
Ej Ă Ek. Let E :“
Ť
iPI Ei Ă U ˆ U.
(i) E is again an MFCE-relation on U . Thusď
iPI
Ei “
ł
iPI
Ei .
(ii) For any L P MFCpUq we haveˆł
iPI
Ei
˙
^ L “
ł
iPI
pEi ^ Lq “
ď
iPI
pEi X Lq .
(iii) In particular pL “ rEpνqqˆł
iPI
Ei
˙„
“
ł
iPI
rEi “ď
iPI
rEi .
Proof. (i): An easy check starting from the definition of an MFCE-relation. (First verify
that E is an equivalence relation.)
(ii): Apply (i) to the family (Ei X L | i P I).
(iii): Now clear, since for any F P MFCpUq we have rF “ F X rEpνq (cf. Remark 3.17). 
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Theorem 3.22. For every E P MixpUq there exists a maximal element F of MixpUq
with E Ă F .
Proof. Let pE 1i | i P Iq be a chain in the poset MixpUq with E Ă E
1
i for all i P I. Then
E 1 :“
Ť
iE
1
i is a mixing MFCE-relation on U by Lemma 3.21.(iii). The claim of the
theorem follows by Zorn’s lemma. 
MixpUq will be a sublattice of MFCpUq only in rather degenerate cases.
4. The pt,mq-factorization of the composite of two transmissions
Given two transmissions α : U Ñ V and β : V Ñ W with pt,mq-factorizations α “
αm ˝ αt, β “ βm ˝ βt, we intend to determine “the” pt,mq-factorization of the composite
β ˝ α : U ÑW .
First, we have the obvious fact that the composite of two tangible transmissions is again
tangible. This is also the case for mixing transmissions.
Proposition 4.1. If α : U Ñ V and β : V Ñ W are mixing transmissions, then
β ˝ α : U ÑW is mixing as well.
Proof. 1) pβαq´1 “ t0Uu, since β
´1p0W q “ t0V u and α
´1pOV q “ t0Uu.
2) We now verify the claim in the case that α is surjective. Given x, y P Uzt0u, where
x ‰ y and βαpxq “ βαpyq, we need to find some z P U , necessarily ‰ 0, such that
βαpxzq ‰ 0 and xz and yx are of different kind.
Assume first that αpxq “ αpyq. Since α is mixing, there exists z P U for which xz ‰ 0,
yz ‰ 0 and xz, yz are of different kind. There remain the case that αpxq ‰ αpyq. By
Step 1 it is clear that both αpxq and αpyq are not zero (and also βαpxq “ βαpyq ‰ 0).
Since β is mixing, there is some v P V zt0u with αpxqv and αpyqv of different kind. As α is
surjective, there is some z P Uzt0u with αpzq “ v. Then αpxqv “ αpxzq, αpyqv “ αpyzq.
Since αpxqv and αpyqv are of different kind, clearly also xz and yz are of different kind.
3) When α is not surjective, we have a factorization α “ jα0 where α0 : U ։ αpUq is a
surjective transmission and j : αpUq ãÑ V is an injective transmission. Then α “ pβjq˝α0.
We conclude by Lemma 3.8 that α0 is mixing, since jα0 is mixing, and by Remark 3.4.(iv)
that βj is mixing. Finally, by Step 2 we obtain that βα “ pβjq ˝ α0 is mixing. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that α : U Ñ U 1 and β : U 1 Ñ U2 are transmissions with pt,mq-
factorizations α “ αm ˝αt, β “ βm ˝ βt, having the surjective tangible parts αt : U Ñ V
1,
βt : U
1
։ V 2 and the mixing parts αm : V
1 Ñ U 1, βm : V
2
։ U2, respectively (cf.
Definition 3.13). Consider also the pt,mq-factorization of ρ :“ βt ˝ αm : V
1 Ñ V 2 with
surjective tangible part ρt : V
1 Ñ W and mixing part ρm : W Ñ V
2, so that all together
the following commutative diagram of transmissions appears:
W
ρm

V 1
αm

ρ
//
ρt
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
V 2
βm

U
α
//
αt
88qqqqqqqqqqqqq
U 1
β
//
βt
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
U2
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Then the transmission βα : U Ñ U2 has the surjective tangible part ρtαt and the mixing
part βmρm.
Proof. We have the factorization
βα “ pβmρmqpρtαtq.
The transmission ρtαt is surjective tangible, while βmρm is mixing by Proposition 4.1. The
assertion follows from the uniqueness of pt,mq-factorizations, stated in Corollary 3.12.(ii).

5. Ideal-generating sections and tyrants
We exhibit a class of special elements of the poset MixpUq, introduced in §3.
Definition 5.1. Let U be a supertropical monoid with M :“ eU. A map s : M Ñ U is
called an ig-section (= ideal-generating section) in U , if
pS1q @x PM : espxq “ x,
i.e., s is a section of νU : U ։ M ;
pS2q spMqU ĂM Y spMq,
i.e., Apsq :“M Y spMq is an ideal of U containing M .
Remark 5.2. Assuming pS1q, the condition pS2q is equivalent to:
pS21q If x PM, y P U, spxqy P T pUq, then spxqy “ spxyq.
Proof. pS2q ñ pS21q: A priori we have espxqy “ xy P M . By pS2q we know that either
spxqy “ xy or spxqy “ spxyq. For spxqy P T pUq, this implies spxqy “ spxyq.
pS21q ñ pS2q: Given x P M , y P U , we verify that spxqy PM Y spMq. If spxqy RM , then
pS21q states that spxqy “ spxyq P spMq. 
Theorem 5.3.
(i) If s is an ig-section in U , then the ideal compression (cf. [IKR4, Definition 2.5])
E :“ Epsq :“ EpU, spMqq “ EpU,M Y spMqq
is an MFCE-relation such that each E-equivalence class contains at most one
tangible element, hence consists of at most 2 elements. More precisely, the only
equivalence classes, which are not one-element sets, are classes of the form rasE “
ta, spaqu with a PM , spaq P T pUq.
(ii) All these MFCE-relations Epsq are mixing.
(iii) We have a bijection s ÞÑ Epsq from the set IGSpUq of all ig-sections in U onto the
set of all MFCE-relations E on U with |rxsE X T pUq| ď 1 for every x P U.
Proof. (i): Given an ig-section s : M Ñ U, let x, y P U , x ‰ y and x „Epsq y. Then
ex “ ey “: a and x „Epsq a „Epsq y. Since Apsq X Ua “ ta, spaqu, this forces x “ a,
y “ spaq P T pUq, or vice versa. Thus rxsEpsq “ rasEpsq “ ta, spaqu.
(ii): Now obvious.
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(iii): Let E be an MFCE-relation on U such that each equivalence class contains at most
one tangible element. Given a P M , we have
rasE “ ta, spaqu,
where either spaq “ a or spaq is the unique tangible element in rasE. This gives a function
s : M Ñ U with espaq “ a for all a P M . Suppose y P U and spaqy P T pUq. Then
spaq P T pUq and a „E spaq. Since E is multiplicative, it follows that ay „E spaqy P T pUq,
hence spaqy “ spayq. Claim (iii) is now obvious. 
Definition 5.4. We carry over the partial order on the subposet tEpsq | s P IGSpUqu of
the lattice MFCpUq of MFCE-relations on U to the set IGSpUq by the bijection s ÞÑ Epsq.
In other terms, for s, t P IGSpUq we define
t ď s é Eptq Ă Epsq.
Clearly the following holds.
Remark 5.5. Let s, t P IGSpUq. The following are equivalent.
(i) t ď s.
(ii) For any a PM either tpaq “ spaq or tpaq “ a.
By Theorem 5.3 it is obvious that tEpsq | s P IGSpUqu is a lower set of the lattice
MFCpUq contained in MixpUq, and that the trivial ig-section a ÞÑ a is the bottom
element of IGSpUq. Moreover we clearly have the following
Proposition 5.6. The infimum s^ t of s and t exists in the poset IGSpUq and is given by
ps^ tqpaq :“
"
spaq if spaq “ tpaq P T pUq,
a else.
Moreover Eps^ tq “ Epsq X Eptq.
In general, two elements s, t of the poset IGSpUq need not have a common upper bound,
but if they do, there exists a least upper bound (= supremum) of s, t. More precisely, we
have the following fact.
Proposition 5.7. Assume that s, t are ig-sections in U , and that there exists an ig-
section u in U with s ď u, t ď u. Then the function s_ t :M Ñ U given by (a PM)
ps_ tqpaq :“
$’’&’’%
spaq “ tpaq if spaq, tpaq P T pUq,
spaq if spaq P T pUq, tpaq P M,
tpaq if spaq P M, tpaq P T pUq,
a if spaq “ tpaq “ a,
is a well defined ig-relation in U , and is the supremum of s and t in the poset IGSpUq. In
the lattice MFCpUq
Eps _ tq “ Epsq _ Eptq.
Proof. Recall that for every a P M both spaq and tpaq are elements of the set ta, upaqu.
Thus the function s_ t is certainly well defined (and independent of the choice of u). It
is routine to verify that s_ t is an ig-section and is the supermum of s, t in IGSpUq. The
isomorphism s ÞÑ Epsq from IGSpUq onto a lower subset of the lattice MFCpUq implies
that Epsq _ Eptq “ Eps_ tq. 
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By the same vein we obtain.
Proposition 5.8. Assume that psi | i P Iq is a family in the poset IGSpUq such that
for any two indices i, j P I the elements si, sj have an upper bound in IGSpUq (hence
the supremum si _ sj exists by Proposition 5.7). Then we have a well defined function
s : M Ñ U with spaq :“ sipaq if there exists some i P I with sipaq P T pUq, and spaq :“ a
else. The function s is an ig-section in U , and is the supermum of the family psi | i P Iq
in IGSpUq, s “
Ž
i si. In the complete lattice MFCpUq we have
Epsq “
ł
iPI
Epsiq.
Applying this proposition to chains in IGSpUq we obtain by Zorn’s lemma
Corollary 5.9. For every s P IGSpUq there exists a maximal element s1 of the poset
IGSpUq with s ď s1.
Definition 5.10. We call an ig-section s : M Ñ U primitive, if there exists some x P
T pUq such that the ideal Apsq “MYspMq of U is generated by e and x, Apsq “ eUYxU .
In this case we call x a generator of the section s.
In more elaborate term this means that x “ spaq P T pUq with a :“ ex, and if z :“
spcq P T pUq for some c P M , then there exists some y P U such that z “ xy. As a
consequence, all products xy with y P U , xy P T pUq, exy “ c, are equal. Indeed, we have
xy “ spaqy “ spayq, hence c “ espayq “ ay, an thus xy “ spcq.
To get a better grasp at this situation we introduce some terminology concerning di-
visibility in the subset T pUq of the monoid U .
Definition 5.11. Given x, y P T pUq we say that z is a son of x and x is a father of z,
if z “ xy with some y P U (which then necessarily lies in T pUq). An element x of T pUq
is said to be a tyrant of U (or “a is tyrannic in U”), if for any c P M there exists at
most one son z of x with ez “ c.
The term “tyrant” alludes to the property of x that every tangible “genetic outcome” xy
of pairing x with some y P T pUq is completely determined by its ghost exy and x. Notice
that the ghost b :“ ey is not uniquely determined by a :“ ex and c, since M may not be
cancellative.
In this terminology we can recast Definition 5.10 as follows.
Remark 5.12. A function s :M Ñ U with νU ˝s “ idM is a primitive ig-section iff there
exists a tyrant x in U such that spMq X T pUq is the set of all sons of x. These tyrants x
are then the generators of the primitive ig-section s.
A primitive ig-section may have several generators, but they all are “associated” in the
following sense.
Definition 5.13. We call two elements x, z of T pUq associated (in T pUq) if z is a son
of x and x is a son of z. We then write x „T z (or more precisely x „T pUq z).
We use similar terminology for divisibility in the monoid M .
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Definition 5.14. Given an elements a, c of M , we say that c is divisible by a, and write
a|c, if c “ ab for some b PM (perhaps not uniquely determined by a and c). We say that
a and c are associated in M , and write a „M c, if a|c and c|a. (If necessary, we write
a|Mc instead of a|c.) We also set a „T c if a P T pUqc and c P T pUqa.
It is obvious from Definition 5.11 that any son of a tyrant of U is again a tyrant of U .
Theorem 5.15. Assume that x is a tyrant of U . Let sx :M Ñ U be the map defined by
sxpcq :“ z, if x has a son z with ez “ c, and sxpcq :“ c otherwise. Then sx is a primitive
ig-section of U with generator x.
Proof. Proving that sx is an ig-section, it follows from Remark 5.12 that sx is primitive
with generator x.
Obviously esxpcq “ c for every c P M . Given a P M and y P U with sxpaqy P T pUq,
it remains to verify that sxpaqy “ sxpayq, cf. Remark 5.2. Clearly sxpaq P T pUq. Thus
z :“ sxpaq is a son of x, hence is again a tyrant. Since zy P T pUq, zy is a son of y, hence
is a son of x. We conclude that zy “ sxpcq with c :“ ezy “ ay. On the other hand
zy “ sxpaqy, and thus sxpaqy “ sxpayq. 
Theorem 5.16. Assume that s is an ig-section in U . Then every x P spMq X T pUq is a
tyrant of U and sx ď s, sxpaq “ spaq “ x for s :“ ex. More generally, if z is a son of x,
then sxpezq “ spezq.
Proof. Let x P spMq X T pUq and a :“ ex, hence x “ spaq. Assume that z is a son of x
and c :“ ez. Chose y P U with z “ xy. Then c “ exy “ ay and z “ spaqy “ spayq “ spcq,
which proves that x has exactly one son z with ez “ c, hence x is a tyrant. Moreover
spezq “ sxpezq for every son z of x. In particular pz “ xq, sxpaq “ spaq. Given c PM , if x
has no son z with ez “ c, then sxpcq “ c. Thus sxpcq P tc, spcqu for every c P M , proving
that sx ď s. 
Utilizing Proposition 5.8, we conclude the following from Theorem 5.16.
Corollary 5.17. Let s be a nontrivial ig-section in U. Then tsx | x P spMq X T pUqu is
the set of all primitive ig-sections t ď s. Its supremum in the poset IGSpUq is s.
{N.B. If s is the trivial ig-section, this set is empty.}
Scholium 5.18. Given an element x of T pUq, the following are equivalent.
(i) x is tyrant of U ,
(ii) there exists an ig-section s :M Ñ U with x P spMq,
(iii) x is a generator of a primitive ig-section in U .
Proof. piiiq ñ piiq: trivial. piiq ñ piq: immediate by Theorem 5.16. piq ñ piiiq: clear by
Remark 5.12. 
We study the effect of a fiber contraction on ig-sections and tyrants.
Proposition 5.19. Assume that α : U ։ V is a fiber contraction over M “ eU “ eV.
(i) If s :M Ñ U is an ig-section on U , then α ˝ s is an ig-section on V .
(ii) Let s :M Ñ U be a primitive ig-section with generator x. If αpxq is tangible, then
α ˝ s is primitive with generator αpxq. Otherwise α ˝ s is trivial.
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(iii) If x is a tyrant of U and αpxq is tangible, then αpxq is a tyrant of V and sαpxq “
α ˝ sx.
Proof. (i): We verify conditions pS1q and pS2q in Definition 5.1 for the section s1 :“ α ˝ s.
Clearly
νV ˝ s
1 “ νV ˝ α ˝ s “ νU ˝ s “ idM .
Furthermore, we have spMqU ĂM Y spMq. Applying α we obtain s1pMqV ĂM Y s1pMq.
(ii): We work directly with Definition 5.10. Assume that s is primitive with generator x.
Then M Y spMq “M Y xU . Applying α we obtain
M Y pα ˝ sqpMq “M Y αpxqV.
(iii): Let x be a tyrant of U and s :“ sx. As just proved α ˝ s is primitive with genera-
tor αpxq. By Scholium 5.18 this means that αpxq is a tyrant of V and α ˝ s “ sαpxq. 
It may happen that the supertropical monoid U has no non-trivial ig-sections, then U
contains no tyrannic elements. However, in good cases, there exists a canonical way to
produce tyrants by dividing out tangible MFCE-relations in U , to be explained in §7.
6. Equalizers
Let U is a supertropical semiring with M :“ eU , and let S be an arbitrary subset of U .
We look for MFCE-relations E on U such that s „E t for any two s, t P S with es “ et.
The subset MS of MFCpUq consisting of these relations is certainly not empty, since it
contains EpνUq. Thus there exists a finest such relation E, namely the element
Ź
MS in
the complete lattice MFCpUq.
Definition 6.1. If S Ă Ua “ tx P U | ex “ au for some a PM , we call E the equalizer
of the set S, and write E “ EqpSq. In general we call E the fiberwise equalizer of S,
and write E “ FeqpSq.
Recall that for any X Ă U and c PM we write
Xc :“ X X Uc “ tx P X | ex “ cu.
Remark 6.2. It is obvious from the definition that
FeqpSq “
ł
cPM
EqpScq.
Here and in all the following we do not exclude the case that S (or some Sc) is empty.
If S “ H then by definition FeqpSq “ diagpUq. This also holds if S is a one-point set.
We strive for an explicit description of FeqpSq. First an easy case.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that a P S Ă Ua. Then EqpSq is the relation EpU, Sq :“
EpU,M YUSq which compresses the ideal M YUS to ghosts (cf. [IKR4, Corollary 1.17]).
Proof. Making the elements of S equal means identifying them with their common ghost
companion a, then every element of US is identified with its ghost companion. 
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Definition 6.4. An S-path γ of length in U is a finite sequence z1, . . . , zn`1 of elements
of U , called the nodes of γ, together with a sequence of triples
psk, uk, tkq P S ˆ U ˆ S, p1 ď k ď nq, (6.1)
called the labels of γ, such that esk “ etk for 1 ď k ď n and
uksk “ zk p1 ď k ď nq,
uktk “ zk`1 p1 ď k ď nq.
(6.2)
We say that γ is an elementary S-path, if n “ 1. Given z, w P U , γ an S-path
connecting z to w (or: from z to w) if z “ z1, w “ zn`1.
Notice that, given an S-path γ, every “inner” node zk (2 ď k ď n) is presented as a
product of an element of U and an element of S in two different ways,
zk “ uksk “ uk´1tk´1. (6.3)
Notice also that ez1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ezn`1. Observe finally that our notation of an S-path γ
contains a redundancy: The sequence of labels determines the sequence of nodes.
In the following it may be help to visualize S-paths by diagrams, where multiplication
by an element u P T pUq is presented by an arrow
u
ÝÑ. For example, the diagram of an
S-path γ with 3 nodes (n “ 2).
M
a2
‚
a1
‚
c
‚
‚
‚
t2
z3 “ w.6❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡ u2
‚
‚
s2
z2.6❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
u2
‚t1 +3
u1
‚ ‚s1 z1 “ z+3
u1
Definition 6.5. Let γ be an S-path from z to w with sequence of labels (6.1). We obtain
the inverse S-path γ´1 from w to z by changing the sequence of labels (6.1) to
ptn´k, un´k, sn´kq P S ˆ U ˆ S, p0 ď k ď n ´ 1q.
Furthermore, if γ1 is an S-path from w to w1 we obtain a path γ ˚ γ1 from z to w1 by
juxtaposing the sequence of labels of γ1 to the sequence of labels of γ.
Notations 6.6. Henceforth we denote an elementary S-path simply by its labels, and an
S-path γ with sequence of labels (6.1) as
γ “ ps1, u1, t1q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ psn, un, tnq.
In this notation we have
γ´1 “ ptn, un, snq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ pt1, u1, s1q.
For later use we quote the following obvious fact.
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Remark 6.7. Given an S-path γ with sequence of labels (6.1) and an element u1 of U ,
we obtain a new S-path
u1γ “ ps1, u
1u1, t1q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ psn, u
1un, tnq.
If γ connects z to w then u1γ connects u1z to u1w.
Given an element z0 of the monoid ideal
US :“ tus | u P U, s P Su
generated by S, and choosing u0 P U , s0 P S with z0 “ u0s0, we get the elementary path
ps0, u0, s0q. When z0 R US, there is no S-path which starts or ends at z0.
Definition 6.8. Two elements z, w of US are called S-connected, written z „S w, if
there exists an S-path from z to w.
By the above discussion it is evident that “S-connected” is an equivalence relation on
the set US, whose equivalence classes are called the S-components of US (or: of U).
Theorem 6.9. The equivalence classes of the MFCE-relation FeqpSq are the S-components
of US and the one-element sets tzu with z P UztUSu.
Proof. We define an equivalence relation E on U by z „E w iff either z “ w or there
exists an S-path from z to w. We learn from Remark 6.7 that z „E w implies uz „E uw
for any u P U. As observed above, every S-path runs in a fiber Uc, c P M . Thus z „E w
implies also ez “ ew. This proves that E is an MFCE-relation. If s, t P S, the elementary
S-path ps, 1, tq runs form s to t, hence s „E t.
Assume that F is any MFCE-relation on U with s „F t for all s, t P S. Given an
elementary S-path ps, u, tq we conclude form s „F t that us „F ut. It follows that any
two S-connectable elements of US are F -equivalent, hence F is coarser than E, proving
that E “ FeqpSq. 
These arguments give us a constructive proof for the existence of the fiberwise equalizer
FeqpSq, which does not use the fact that MFCpUq is a complete lattice.
Corollary 6.10. Let S be any subset of U . The following are equivalent.
(i) FeqpSq is ghost separating.
(ii) The nodes of each S-path are in one of the sets T pUq, GpUq, t0u.
(iii) For every elementary S-path ps, u, tq both us and ut are contained in one of the
sets T pUq, GpUq, t0u.
(iv) For every u P U and c PM either uSc Ă T pUq, or uSc Ă GpUq, or uSc “ t0u.
Proof. (i) ô (ii): This is clear from Theorem 6.9.
(ii) ô (iii): Obvious.
(iii) ñ (iv): Given u P U , assume that Sc ‰ H, and fix some s0 P Sc. Apply (iii) to the
elementary path ps0, u, sq with s running through Sc. The element us0 is contained in one
of the sets T pUq, GpUq, t0u. It follows from (iii) that uSc is contained in the same set.
(iv) ñ (iii): Fix an elementary S-path ps, u, tq, and let c :“ es “ et. By (iv), the set uSc
is contained in one of the sets T pUq, GpUq, t0u, implying that tus, utu is a subset of the
same set. 
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In a similar way we handle MFCE-relations which equalize fiberwise all members of a
family of subsets of U instead of a single subset of U . The following is obvious.
Proposition 6.11. Let S :“ pSλ | λ P Λq be a family of subsets of U . Then
FeqpSq :“
ł
λPΛ
FeqpSλq
is the finest MFCE-relations E on U such that, if s, t P Sλ for some λ P Λ and es “ et,
then s „E t.
This relation FeqpSq can be described by “paths” in a way analogous to Theorem 6.9.
Definition 6.12. An elementary S-path is a triple ps, u, tq P U ˆ U ˆ U with es “ et
and ts, tu P Sλ for some λ P Λ. Consequentially an S-path γ is a sequence of such triples
psk, uk, tkq, 1 ď k ď n, written
γ “ ps1, u1, t1q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ psn, un, tnq,
such that the equations (6.2) from above are valid. Again we call the elements
z1 “ u1s1, zn`1 “ untn, zk “ uksk “ uk´1tk´1 p2 ď k ď nq,
the nodes of γ, and say that γ runs from z1 to zn`1.
Notice that all nodes zk are elements of the monoid ideal
Ť
λPΛ USλ. In particular, if
z0 P U is not in this set, there exists no S-path starting or ending at z0.
Theorem 6.13. If z, w P U and z ‰ w, then z and w are FeqpSq-equivalent iff there
exists an S-path form z to w.
Proof. Since FeqpSq “
Ž
λPΛ FeqpSλq is the equivalence relation on U generated by the
relations FeqpSλq (cf. [IKR1, §7]), the given elements z ‰ w are FeqpSq-equivalent iff
there exists a sequence z “ x1, x2, . . . , xN “ w in U and indices λp1q, . . . , λpN ´ 1q in Λ
such that xi ‰ xi`1 for 1 ď i ď N ´ 1 and
xi „FeqpSλpiqq xi`1 p1 ď i ď N ´ 1q. (˚)
If this holds, then by Theorem 6.9 there exists an Sλpiq-path γi form xi to xi`1, and
γ :“ γ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ γN is an S-path from z to w.
Conversely, given anS-path γ from z to w with nodes z1, . . . , zn`1, write γ :“ γ1˚¨ ¨ ¨˚γn,
where each γk is elementary from zk to zk`1. Omitting the γk with zk “ zk`1, we are in
the situation p˚q, with N “ n` 1, xi “ zi. 
In complete analogy to the proof of Corollary 6.10 we obtain
Corollary 6.14. Let S be a family of subsets of U . The following are equivalent:
(i) FeqpSq is ghost separating.
(ii) The nodes of each S-path are in one of the sets T pUq, GpUq, t0u.
(iii) For every u P U, c PM, λ P Λ the set upSλqc is contained in one of the sets T pUq,
GpUq, t0u.
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7. Producing isolated tangibles and tyrants
As before U is a supertropical semiring and M :“ eU .
Notations 7.1.
(a) Given x, z P U, we say that x divides z (in U), written x|z, if z P Ux. Otherwise
we write x ∤ z. (N.B. If a, c PM , then divisibly of c by a means the same in M as
in U , since c P Ua iff c PMa.)
(b) We define
rz : xsU :“ rz : xs “ tu P U | ux “ zu.
Of course, if x ∤ z then rz : xs “ H.
(c) Given x P T pUq, we define
Spxq :“ pUxq X T pUq,
and call, as already done in §2, the elements of Spxq the sons of x. The sons
z ‰ x are said to be proper sons of x. We let
Scpxq :“ Spxqc “ pUxqc X T pUq,
and call the elements of Scpxq the sons of x over c.
(d) We denote the fiberwise equalizer FeqpSpxqq (cf. §3) by Tpxq and the equalizer
EqpScpxqq by Tcpxq.
We explicate the meaning of these MFCE-relations, first of Tcpxq and then of Tpxq.
Studying Tcpxq we may assume that c P T pUqa, since otherwise Scpxq is empty. The
following remains true without this assumption.
Proposition 7.2. Let x P T pUq and c PM.
(a) Tcpxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U such that rxsE is ghost or rxsE is tangible
and has at most one son over c in U{E. (Recall that we identify M{E “M.)
(b) More explicitly we have the following alternative.
Case I: Tcpxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U such that rxsE is tangible
and has exactly one son over c in U{E.
Case II: There exists no such relation E. Then Tcpxq “ EpU, Scpxqq.
Proof. These claims are essentially trivial. First observe that for any MFCE-relation E
on U we have
prxsE ¨ pU{Eqqc “ truxsE | u P U, eux “ cu “ trzsE | z P ScpUqu Y tcu.
Thus Tcpxq “ EqpScpxqq is the finest MFCE-relation E such that either rxsE is ghost,
then rzsE “ c for all z P Scpxq), or rxsE is tangible and has at most one son over c. Case II
happens iff Tcpxq identifies all elements of Scpxq with the ghost c. Proposition 6.3 gives
Tcpxq “ EpU, Scpxqq. 
By analogous arguments we obtain
Proposition 7.3. Let x P T pUq.
(a) Tpxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U , such that rxsE is a ghost, or rxsE is
a tyrant in U{E (i.e., rxsE is tangible, and for any c P M has at most one son
over c, cf. §2).
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(b) More explicitly we have the following cases.
Case I: Tpxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U such that rxsE is a tyrant
in U{E.
Case II: There exists no such relation. Then Tpxq “ EpU, Spxqq.
Theorem 7.4. Let x P T pUq, a :“ ex. The following are equivalent.
(i) rxsTpxq is ghost in U{Tpxq.
(ii) There exists an elementary Spxq-path pvx, u, wxq from a son z “ uvx of x over a
to ez “ a.
(iii) There exist elements u, v, w of U with evx “ ewx, euvx “ ex, wx P T pUq, uvx P
T pUq, uwx PM.
Proof. (i) ñ (ii): (i) means that there exists an Spxq-path
γ “ pv1x, u1, w1xq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ pvnx, un, wnxq
from x to ex (cf. Theorem 6.9). We choose γ of minimal length. Then unvnx P T pUq,
unwnx PM. We have u1v1x “ x, hence
euivix “ euiwix “ ex “ a
for each i P t1, . . . , nu. Thus z :“ unvnx is a son of x over a, and pvnx, un, wnxq is an
elementary Spxq-path from z to ez “ a.
(ii) ñ (i): γ :“ px, 1, zq ˚ pvx, u, wxq is an Spxq-path form x to a. Thus rxsTpxq “ rexsTpxq
p“ aq is ghost.
(ii) ô (iii): Condition (iii) means that pvx, u, wxq is an Spxq-path from z “ uvx to ez,
and z is a son of x over a. 
Scholium 7.5. We can reformulate the equivalence (i) ô (ii) in Theorem 7.4 as: Given
x P T pUq, the element rxsTpxq is tangible, hence a tyrant, iff for all u, v, w P U with
evx “ ewx, euvx “ ex, and both wx and uvx tangible, also the product uwx is tangible.
Exploiting the contents of Corollary 6.10 for S “ Spxq, we obtain a criterion that rzsTpxq
is tangible for every son z of x.
Theorem 7.6. Let x P T pUq. The following are equivalent.
(i) The MFCE-relation Tpxq is tangible.
(ii) For every son z of x in U the element rzsTpxq is tangible in U{Tpxq (and hence a
tyrant).
(iii) If u, v, w P U and evx “ ewx, uvx P T pUq, wx P T pUq, then uwx P T pUq.
Proof. (i) ô (ii): This is a consequence of a general fact for TE-relations. If E is a TE-
relation on U and z P U then rzsE is ghost iff rzsE “ erzsE “ rezsE , i.e., z „E ez. Thus
rzsE is tangible for every z P T pUq iff z ≁E ez for every z P T pUq, which means that E is
tangible (= ghost separating) when E is MFCE. In the present case, where E “ Tpxq, we
may focus on the elements z P Spxq, since for z R Spxq we have rzsE “ tzu, hence z ≁E ez
for z tangible.
(ii) ô (iii): By (i) ô (iii) of Corollary 6.10 we know that Tpxq is ghost separating iff,
for any u, v, w P U with vx, wx P T pUq, evx “ ewx, the set tuvx, uwxu is contained in
T pUq or in M . Now, if ux P M, then trivially tuvx, uwxu Ă M. Thus we may focus on
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elements u with ux P T pUq, and see that condition (iii) in Corollary 6.10 translates to
condition (iii) in the present claim. 
Example 7.7. Let x P T pUq. Assume that the product of any two sons of x in U is
tangible. Then, for every son z of x, rzsTpxq is a tyrant in U{Tpxq. Indeed, we conclude
from uvx P T pUq and wx P T pUq, that uvx ¨ wx P T pUq, hence uwx P T pUq.
We turn to a property of tangible elements, which is weaker than being a tyrant, but
seems to have equal importance.
Definition 7.8. Let x P T pUq and a :“ ex.
(a) We call x isolated (in U) if Sapxq “ txu, i.e., x has no proper son over a.
(b) We call Tapxq “ EqpSapxqq the isolating MFCE-relation (on U) for x and
denote it by Ispxq.
Proposition 7.2 tells us that Ispxq is the finest MFCE-relation E on U , such that either
rxsE P T pU{Eq and rxsE is isolated (Case I), or rxsE is ghost (Case II). When the former
case holds, we say that x can be isolated (in U), otherwise we say that x cannot be
isolated. In the latter case Ispxq “ EpU, xq.
Theorem 7.9. Let x P T pUq and a :“ ex. The following are equivalent.
(i) x cannot be isolated in U .
(ii) There exist u, v, w P ra : asU such that uvx P T pUq, wx P T pUq, but uwx P M
(hence uwx “ a).
Proof. (ii)ñ (i): Let E :“ Ispxq “ EqpSapxqq. Since uvx, vx, wx P Sapxq, we conclude that
x „E uvx „E uwx „E a.
(i) ñ (ii): There exists an Sapxq-path
γ “ pv1x, u1, w1xq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ pvnx, un, wnxq
of shortest length n connecting x to a. Then unvnx P T pUq and unwnx “ a. The elements
vix, wix lie in Sapxq and x “ u1v1x P Sapxq. It follows that a “ via “ wia, i.e., vi, wi P
ra : as. Furthermore
a “ u1v1a “ u1w1a “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ unwna,
and thus all ui P ra : as. Condition (ii) holds with u “ un, v “ vn, w “ wn. 
Example 7.10. Let a P Mzt0u. Assume that the set ra : asU X T pUq is closed under
multiplication. Then condition (ii) in Theorem 7.9 is violated for every x P T pUqa. Thus
every x P T pUqa can be isolated.
It turns out that the isolating relation Ispxq does not alter if we replace x by an asso-
ciated element (cf. Definition 5.13).
Lemma 7.11. Assume that x, x1 P T pUq are associated, i.e., x|x1 and x1|x. Then, for
any u P U ,
(i) ux P T pUq ô ux1 P T pUq,
(ii) eux “ exô eux1 “ ex1.
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Proof. In both claims it suffices to verify the direction ñ . Given elements v, v1 of U with
x1 “ vx, x “ v1x1, if ux P T pUq, then uv1x1 P T pUq, hence ux1 P T pUq. If eux “ ex, then
eux1 “ euvx “ eux ¨ v “ exv “ ex1. 
Proposition 7.12. Assume that x1 P T pUq is associated to x P T pUq. Then
(i) Ispxq “ Ispx1q,
(ii) In particular, x is isolated iff x1 is isolated,
(iii) x can be isolated iff x1 can be isolated.
Proof. Choose again v, v1 P U with x1 “ vx, x “ v1x1, and let a :“ ex, a1 :“ ex1.
(i): We learn from Lemma 7.11 that Sa1px
1q “ v Sapx
1q. Thus EqpSapxqq Ą EqpSa1px
1qq. By
symmetry these equivalence relations are equal, i.e., Ispxq “ Ispx1q.
(ii): In this situation Ispxq “ Ispx1q “ diagpUq.
(iii): Let E :“ Ispxq “ Ispx1q. From x|x1 and x1|x we conclude that rxsE | rx
1sE and
rx1sE | rxsE. Thus rxsE is tangible iff rx
1sE is tangible. 
We are interested in cases where a tangible element and all its sons are simultaneously
isolated.
Definition 7.13. Let x P T pUq. We write
Sispxq :“
ł
zPSpxq
Ispzq,
and call it the son isolating MFCE-relation for x (on U).
In other terms, Sis is the fiberwise equalizer FeqpSpxqq of the family
Spxq :“ tScpzq | z P Spxq, c “ ezu
of subsets of U. This is the finest MFCE-relation E on U such that for every son z of x
the element rzsE is either ghost or isolated tangible in U{E.
Remark 7.14. We have the following cases.
Case I: rxsSispxq is tangible. Then all sons of rxsSispxq in U{Sispxq are isolated.
Case II: rxsSispxq is ghost. Then Sispxq “ EpU, xq.
Notations 7.15.
(a) If z P T pUq, c :“ ez, we call an Scpzq-path also an Ispzq-path. Thus, if z is a
son of x P T pUq, z “ px, an elementary Ispzq-path is a triple pvpx, u, wpxq with
u, v, w, p P U, vpx P T pUq, wpx P T pUq, and evpx “ ewpx “ epx.
(b) If x P T pUq, we call an Spxq-path (cf. Definition 6.12) also an Sispxq-path. Thus,
an elementary Sispxq-path is an elementary Ispzq-path for some son z “ px of x.
As in the proof of Theorem 6.13, but replacing S-paths by Spxq-paths, we obtain
Theorem 7.16. Let x P T pUq and a :“ ex. The following are equivalent.
(i) rxsSispxq is ghost in U{Sispxq.
(ii) There exists a son z of x and an elementary Ispzq-path pvz, u, wzq from a son uvz
of z over a to a. (N.B. vz, wz P T pUq.)
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(iii) There exists u, v, w, p P U with epx “ evpx “ ewpx, euvpx “ a, uvpx P T pUq,
wpx P T pUq, uwpx “ a.
Arguing again as in the proof of Theorem 6.13, we obtain
Theorem 7.17. Let x P T pUq. The following are equivalent.
(i) The MFCE-relation Sispxq is tangible.
(ii) For every son z of x in U the element rzsSispxq is tangible in U{ Sispxq (and hence
isolated).
(iii) If u, v, w, p are elements of U with evpx “ ewpx “ epx, uvpx P T pUq, wpx P
T pUq, then uwpx P T pUq.
Of course Ispxq Ă Sispxq. We now exhibit a good case, where these two MFCE-relations
coincide. This means that for every son z of x the element rzsIspxq is either ghost or tangible
in U{ Ispxq.
Theorem 7.18. Let x P T pUq and a :“ ex. Assume that the submonoid T pUqe of M
admits the cancellation hypothesis: for any b, c, d P T pUqe
abd “ acd ñ ab “ ac.
(N.B. This certainly holds if T pUqe is cancellative.) Then
Ispxq “ Sispxq.
Proof. Let γ “ pvpx, u, wpxq be an elementary Sispxq-path with u, v, w, p P U , vpx, wpx P
T pUq, evpx “ ewpx “ epx. Then, by the cancellation hypothesis, evx “ ewx “ ex. Thusrγ :“ pvx, up, wxq is an Ispxq-path with the same pair of nodes as γ. It follows that, given
an Sispxq-path form z P U to w P U, there also exists an Ispxq-path from z to w. Thus
Sispxq Ă Ispxq, which trivially implies Sispxq “ Ispxq. 
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